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Paper  GroupWorkshops

Before the workshop day, read all the dra s carefully. e goal of a workshop is to help the writer
improve the paperwith your analytically-supported suggestions and critique. oughwriters have
an easy time making incremental revisions to their own dra s, the power of an outside perspec-
tive lies in its capacity to completely reorient a writer to his or her own writing. ink of your
commentary as a search for gi s you can give to the paper-writer: a new thesis formulation, new
evidence, a new structure.
Use the following suggestions and questions to guide your comments on your classmates’ dra s.

Paper Commentary

Paper Reader:
Paper Author:
Paper Title:
Describe the argument of the dra .

Describe the motivating questions of the dra .

Comment on the argument: is it arguable? Surprising? Convincing? Do not be shy about dis-
agreement (which does not always mean the writer needs to change the argument).

Comment on evidence: where is it strongest? Weakest? What claims needmore evidence? What
evidence needs more interpretation?
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Comment on line of thought and structure: how does the paper’s logic develop? Which moves
or transitions are unclear? Does the paper take you somewhere new?

Describe one strength of the dra . How could this strong aspect of the paper do even more for
the writer?

Describe one major weakness that must be addressed in revision. How should it be addressed?

Remark onmechanics and style

At this stage in the dra ing process, copy-editing comments and remarks about style tend tobe less
helpful than comments that address argument, structure, and evidence. Nonetheless, if the paper
raises questions about spelling, grammar, quotation, formality/informality, or other aspects of
writing mechanics and style, please note these questions so that we may address them together in
class.
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